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Let g denote a complex finite dimensional Lie algebra and t a complex 
semisimple subalgebra. Then the adjoint action of f in g is completely 
reducible ; let g’ be a f-invariant complement of f in g. Let f~ denote a 
Cartan subalgebra of f and h* its dual: Let A denote the root system 
of f with respect to Q and 17 a simple set in it; this induces a partial 
ordering in l$ = za,, ROL : if 1, ,u E l$, then iz > p if there are n, E Z+, 
such that A-p= x:,,n n,a. We set A+= {B E A ]ol>O}. If ( , ) denotes the 
inverse Killing form on b *, then C={;1~f~~](jl,ol)>O, for all and+} is 
the highest Weyl chamber and c its closure. The Weyl group of t is 
denoted by W. If LY E A, then ea E f is a non-zero root vector belonging 
to 0~. We define f+= zac4+ ae, and f-= zcd+Cle-,. Let U(g) denote 
the universal enveloping algebra of g ; if ‘8% is a subalgebra of g, then 
U(s) is the subalgebra of U(g) generated by 1 and 8%; 2 is the center 
of U(f). 
If 92 is a U(f)-module, then, if ,u E b*, ‘9X(p) = {m E ‘$X]Hm=p(H)m, for 
all H E 8) is the set of weight vectors with weight ,u ; x E ‘%V is called 
t+-extreme if f+x: = (0) ; !JX + is the set of f+-extreme elements in 2% ‘9,X is 
called cyclic with highest weight 1 E b*, if there exists z E m(A), such 
that U(t)s=m. See [3] for details. In [5] the step algebra was introduced 
by MICKELSSON. If S’(g, r)={~ E U(g)lf+u C U(g)f+}, then X’(g, f) is a 
subalgebra in U(g) and U(g)1 + is a twosided ideal in it. Then S(g, t) = 
=~‘(g, f)/U(g)f + is the step algebra. Both S’(g, t) and U(g)T+ are left and 
right U(o)- mo u es, d 1 so 8(g, f) is; the adjoint action of 8 in S(g, t) is 
completely reducible : 
If m is a U(g)-module, then ‘2% is, by restriction, a U(f)-module; 
because f+%l2+= (0) and S’(g, f)cJn+ C mm,, ‘9X+ is an S(g, Q-module. 
MICKELSSON'S PROBLEM 1. Let r332 be a finite dimensional irreducible 
U(g)-module. Does there exist x E ‘%P+, such that S(g, f)z=m+? 
*) This work was supported by the Netherlands Organisation of Pure Research, 
Z.W.O. 
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Suppose, a total ordering has been chosen in hi, which is compatible 
with the ordering on lji induced by IT. Let ‘9X++ be the set of non-zero 
weight vectors with largest weight. Suppose !l3 is the subalgebra of S(g, f) 
generated by the elements in S(g, I) which are in 
MICKELSSON’S CONJECTURE. Let rsJE be a finite dimensional irreducible 
U(g)-module and x E 9X++; then !&r=‘$X+. We will prove that if ‘9X is a 
f-finite (this means dim U(f)y < 00 for all y E 9X), irreducible U(g)-module, 
then X(g, t)x = !J.R+, for all I(: E ‘D+, z # 0, (this is corollary l), and 5% = ‘9X+ 
if z em++, (this is corollary 2 of the theorem). 
DEFINITION. A U(f)-module ‘9X has a character x if there exists a 
homomorphism x: 2 -+ a such that zm = x(z)m for all m E ‘%, z E 2. 
If ‘$V is a cyclic U(f)-module with highest weight 1, then %R has a 
character, which only depends on Iz (because there exists a “universal” 
cyclic U(f)-module with highest weight 1) and is denoted by x~. Let 
6= Led+ QCL 
LEMMA 1 (Harish-Chandra). If xr=x,, then there exists w E W such 
that w(l+6)--6=~. 
For a proof, see [4]. 
We identify U(Q) with the algebra of polynomial functions on Ij* by: 
U(Q) 3 u: lj* 3 p I+ p(u) Eq. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x E g’(2) and suppose that (yi, . . ., yn) is a basis 
of weight vectors of zsrN (ad f+)s(x), such that ys has weight il, and s>t 
if As>&, for all s, t E (1, . . . . n}. Then there exist p E U(Q) and UJ E U(t @ 
@ lj)r- for j=l, . . . . n such that: 
(i) +-9=q+ xx1 ujyj+ U(g)E+ E S(g, f)(l); 
(ii) p)(p) # 0 if ,u satisfies: (*) there is no w E W such that w(l+p++) = 
=&+p-tS for some j E (1, . . . . n}; 
(iii) if there are q E U(o) and wjE U(f-@Q)f-,j=l, . . ..n such that t=xq+ 
+ xzl qyj+ U(g)f+ E &g, f), then t E UUjbW. 
PROOF. We follow BERNSTEIN, GEL’FAND and GEL’FAND, see [l]. We 
set yo=z, 10=1 and g”= x=,C&. For p ~lj* we set Np=U(f)g”t++ 
+ xxEb U(f)g”(H--p(H)) and Lr= zsaf U(f)ys+Np/N,, for j=O, . . . . n. 
Then {O}=L~+, CL,” C .,. C L: and the left U(T)-module Lr/Lr+, is cyclic 
with highest weight vector yj+ Lr+, with weight Aj +p. It is easy to see 
that U(f.-)yj + N, has zero intersection with LF+, if one chooses a Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt basis fitting to the linear splitting g = E- @ g’ @ Q @ f+. We 
set Zy= ker (x~+~ : 2 -+a); then 2; is a maximal ideal for j=l, . . . . n. 
and Z~.Z~-, . . . .Z~.L~={O}. 
Suppose that ,u satisfies (*), then it follows by lemma 1 that Zr# Z:, 
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for j=l, . . . . n, and hence it follows by [2, p. 72-731 that there exist 
aEZi, ~EZE . . . Z:, such that l=a+b. One has b.Lr=(O) and a.LlCLF; 
hence bx + N, = x-ax + N, is f+-extreme with weight A+ p. Let y E Lf and 
suppose k is the smallest integer such that y 4 Li+l, then zy = x++,(z)y 
mod L:+l, for all z E 2. Hence if y E Lr(,u +A), then y is not f+-extreme, 
otherwise zy = ~~+~(z)y, so there would be w E W with ~(2 +p + 6) =& + 
+ ,u + 6 which is a contradiction with the fact that ,u satisfies (*). Because 
L: is a free U(t-)-module with basis (yo, . . ., yn) one then has: 
(1) if ,u satisfies (*), there are uniquely determined UJ in U(T-)f-, for 
j=l , . . . , n, such that x + zS1 ~5 is f+-extreme mod N,, with weight A+ ,LJ. 
suppose (x0=2,21, . . . . x8) is a bstsis of U(f-)g”(l). For every 1x E A+, 
there exist a number m(a), linear mappings JIM: U(b)8+1+ U(b) and 
linearly independent V; E U(t-)g”(lZ + a) for k= 1, . . ., m(a) such that: 
Because of the fact that the linear mapping v: U(t-)g” I& U(Q) + U(g) 
ddkd by q4 zg tt @ h) = G 4iEl is an isomorphism with a linear subspace 
of U(g) which has a zero intersection with U(g)f+, it is clear that: 
(2) Pa9 X-, Q4il = 0 mod U(g)t+ for all LY E A+ if and only if p&,, . . . , a8) = 0 
for all ar E A+ and k= 1, . . . . m(&). Let m= J&I+ nz(~~) and let vq E U(q), 
k=l, . . . . m; j=O, . . . . s be the images of the canonical basis vectors of 
the U(b)-module U($)s+l under the various & then (2) is satisfied if and 
only if 
(3) (E::;~) (I) = f). 
Now let (Eo, . . . . &) ~@+l; it follows by (1) and the fact that UJI s u-p(p) 
mod NP, for all u E U(g), p E U(q), that there exists a unique solution 
with to = 1 of: 
(‘) 
Let d E U(q) b e any of the a+ 1 x s + 1 subdeterminants of the matrix 
in (3), then d(p) = 0 for all p E b* that satisfy (*). Because & E f)*I,o 
satisfies (*)> is a Zariski-dense subset of $*, one has: d= 0. Hence there 
are CJO, . . ., q8 E U(Q), qo # 0, with: [e,, xSO aqf] = 0 mod U(g)& for all 
OL E A+. Now let fo be an irreducible factor of qo and let us suppose that 
/o(p) = 0 for some ~1 E b* that satisfies (*). Then pi(p) = 0 for j > 1 because 
of the uniqueness of the solution of (4). Hence the zeroes of fo are also 
zeroes of qf for all j> 1, so it follows by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, see for 
example [6, p. 1641 that there is a solution (qo, . . . . q8) of (3), such that 
q0(p) # 0 for all ,u E I!)* that satisfy (*). Let (qo, . . . . qa) be a solution of (4) 
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with that property and such that qs is of minimal degree, then, with 
r, =qs the proposition has been proved. 
REMARK. If ~1 E 8: is such that iz + ~1 E 6, then ,u satisfies (t) ; if not, 
there would be WE W,j~{l, . . . . n} with T.u(~+/J++)=&+~+& so n,+/~+ 
+6<;2+~ +6; hence h<J which is a contradiction. 
Now, let (xi, . . . . x,) be a basis of weight vectors of Q’, where x4 has 
weight &, and j>i if S>%. 
According to the preceding proposition there are ~5 E U(t- @ b)t-, and 
p4 E U(b), i= 1, . . . . n; j=i+ 1, . . . . n such that 
and p&.4)#0, if &+p E 6. 
We define a total ordering in (X+)n in the following way: (ii, . . ., in) < 
< (jl, e-e, j,) if either ii+...+i,<ji+...+j, or ii+...+i,=ji+...+jn 
and if k= max {PIi, - j,# 0}, then ik >jk. We define 
U(j1, -**, j,)= zf41.....4R) <(fl.....i,) U(f- 0 fJ,x:' **a x2+ U(Q)f+. 
If 11, . . . . Ljl, . . . . j, E Z+ and Ii+. . . +Z, <ji + . . . +j,, then one has that 
(h, -*a, zp-1,zp+ l,Zp+l, . . ..h) < (jl, . . ..jk-1.&+ 1, 0, ***7 4% 
if p> Ic. Hence it is easily checked that: 
(**) if either u E U(t @ 6) and p> k, or u E U(Q) and p = k, then xuxr E 
E U(j1, ***, jk-l, j,+ 1, 0, . .., 0) if x E U(jl, . . ., j,, 0, . . ., 0). 
PROPOSITION 2. For all (ji, . . . . j,) E (Z+)*, one has that 
$1 .!?l 2, - (qp#’ . . . o . . . (XmpJ” E U(j1, . . ..j.). 
PROOF. By induction on (ji, . . . . j,). 
Suppose that the proposition has been proved for all n-tuples (ii, . . . , in), 
such that (ii, . .., in) < (ji, . .., j,). Let k = max (p/j, # 0); then there exists 
x E U(j,, . . . , Jo-1, jk- 1, 0, . .., 0), such that 
$11 . . . &; .s?-l= (x1pg.l . . . (Xkp&-‘+x. 
The proposition now follows immediately by (**) and the detition of SE. 
LEMMA 2. Let (;m be a f-finite U(g)-module and v E ‘%@+(A), for some 
a E lj*. If (jl, . . . . j,) E (Z+)n is such that 3L + xtij& 4 c, then 2: . . . dmm. 
* w E U(jl, . . ., j,)w. 
PROOF. We set y =a$ . . . x2 -0. If y $ U(jl, . .., j,) ‘0, then U(t)9 + 
+ U(j1, .-.,j,).V/U(jl, . . . . j,). 21 is a finite dimensional, non-trivial cyclic 
U(f)-module with highest weight vector y + U(jl, . .., j,). w with highest 
weight il + 2 j& ; such a module being irreducible, it follows that this 
weight is in 8, a contradiction. 
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Let %o= ~~~....,qCla:l . . . 82. Then BO C S(Q, f), so %o%R+ C 9X+, if 9.V 
is a U(g)-module. 
THEOREM. Let % be a f-finite U(g)-module and w a non-zero weight 
vector in ‘B+; then U(g).w=U(f)%o*v. 
PROOF. We set 9X’= U(t).% 0-v. It is clear that the theorem has been 
proved if one shows that xfl . . . x)*2) E ‘9X’, for all (ii, . . . . in) E (Z+)n. 
(Take a Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt basis of U(g) belonging to the splitting 
g =I @ g’.) We set w(ii, . . ., in) =xp . . . x+. w for (ii, . .., in) E (Z+)n. We will 
prove that w(j1, . . ., j,) E 9X’ by induction on (ji , . . . . j,). Let w have weight 1. 
Suppose, (Jo, . . . . j,) E (Z+)” and w(il, . . ., ila) E YJY if (il, . .., in) < (jl, . . .,j,). 
Suppose, there exist q E (1, . . ., n> and m E n, m Q j,, such that m& + 
+ j,+&+l + . . . + j,J, + ;1# C. According to the preceding lemma 
w(0, . ..) 0, m, jq+l, . . . . j,) E U(O, . . . . 0, m, jq+l, . . . . jd-w. 
Hence w(j,, . . ., j,) E U( ji, . . ., j,) . w C ‘9X’, using the induction hypothesis. 
If ml, + jp+&+i + . . . +j,J,+JEc for q=n, n-l, . . . . 2, 1 and rnEn, 
m < j,, it follows by the fact that p*(p) # 0 if 1, + p E 6, for all p E (1, . . ., n}, 
that (CC&’ . . . (xnpn)C. w is a non-zero multiple of w( ji, . . . , j,). Hence it 
follows by proposition 2 and the induction hypothesis, that w( ji, . . . , j,) E 9X’. 
COROLLARY 1. If Yk! is a finite-dimensional irreducible U(g)-module, 
then S(g, f)w=Fnt+, if w E Ills+ and w#O. 
PROOF. It is clear that ‘9X is t-finite. Because lo + U(g)E+ C S(g, f), it 
may be supposed that w is a non-zero weight vector. Because m is irre- 
ducible it follows by the theorem that YR = U(f) - %I. w ; hence n+ = ‘%o. w C 
c S(g, f)w c YJI,. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose in bi a total ordering has been chosen, which 
is compatible with the partial ordering on l& induced by 17. Let 9.X be 
a finite-dimensional irreducible U(g)-module. Then %Jw=‘%Q+ if w E ‘9X++. 
PROOF. Suppose that the basis (xi, . .., x,) has been chosen such that 
i I-+ & is monotonous with respect to this ordering and let i be the largest 
index such that & is strictly negative with respect to this ordering. Then 
a0 * w = &* . . . . Ii) as:1 - *. s2.w C%~W, because q.w=O if j>i+l. Hence the 
corollary follows by the theorem. 
REMARK. Let UL= &+...;nGk x> . . . ~2. U(lj) and U’= 2 UL. It 
follows by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem that U(g) = U’ @ (U(g)f+ + 
U(f + g)E) is a splitting of U(g) in right U(f))-modules. Let P’ be the 
projection on the first summand. Then P’ is a right U(o)-module homo- 
morphism with U(g)f+ C ker P’. Hence P: X(g, f) + U’ defined by 
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P(s + U(g)t+) = P’(s) f or all s E S’(g, 1) is a right U(b)-module homo- 
morphism. In [5, theorem l] it is proved that P is injective. Let UL= 
= &+...+i,dkX> . . . x>. U(~J) and U”= 2 U[. In an analogous way as 
above it is possible to construct Q: X(g, T) + U”, belonging to the splitting 
U(g)= U” @ (U(g)T++f-U(g)). Let K(b) be the quotient algebra of U(g). 
If one sets %0,k= &.+...+i,~;k 54’ . . . s, in. U(Q), then it follows by propo- 
sition 2, using some induction, that 
(Q 8 l)(Bo,k @.vfb, WI))= u; @‘vcb, K(Q). 
Because P is injective, P(‘i!&) C_ U; and 
dimKcb, u; @hi, WI) = dim=(b) ui @by, K(b), 
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